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White
Good Evening; Tonight: I'll be putting as many of your questions as we can squeeze in on the policies of the three major political parties, of direct concern to visually impaired people. You may have been listening to the similar exercise we ran on our sister-programme You and Yours this lunchtime. We've retained the same three party representatives: Jonathan Shaw is Minister for disabled people in the Labour government, who joins us from Chatham; Mark Harper, who’s been his shadow for the Conservatives for the past three years - he's in his Forest of Dean constituency; and Lyn Featherstone, who speaks on youth and equalities for the Liberal Democrats. Lyn is with me in the studio. Lots to fit in, so let's go straight to your questions, and one asked here by Phillip, which I think reflects the concerns of quite a lot of people. He asks, will those who are seen as eligible receive the higher rate mobility component of the Disability Living Allowance in two thousand and eleven. Now this of course relates of course to the fact that last year the government announced that some visually impaired people would now qualify for that higher rate of DLA – Disability Living Allowance – because of their mobility needs, and that would amount to another just over thirty pounds a week in benefit. So let me go to Jonathan first: I think we can take it as read that your party’s still committed to this. The key question perhaps is how many people will be eligible.

Shaw
Around twenty thousand. We’ve worked with the RNIB quite closely in getting the criteria right – as you say about an extra thirty pounds a week which will cost an extra forty million pounds every year. But we think that’s right because it’s going to provide people with more opportunity to get out and about where they do have disproportionate travel costs.

White
Are we mainly talking here about people who would be regarded as totally or almost totally blind?

Shaw
Yes it’s the latter. And we’ve worked on the criteria closely with the RNIB. And I know it’s going to help a lot of people. And at a time when belts are having to be tightened this is our priority. 

White
Mark Harper, first of all will you be honouring that if you are in power? Will you be honouring the rise in DLA?

Harper
Yeah absolutely. We worked very closely with the RNIB on this and we supported it. It was put into law during the passage of the Welfare Reform Bill which is another welfare reform act. And our treasury team have signed this off. So if the Conservative government were elected then this would go ahead as promised in two thousand and eleven. 

White
But do I take it you wouldn’t be able to better it because as I pointed out there are quite a lot of people here who are not included. This is a very narrow band of those people who are visually impaired.

Harper
It is and we’d like to be able to extend it but we’re not going to be able to given the financial problems the country faces.

White
And Lyn Featherstone, where would the Liberal Democrats stand?

Featherstone
It’s kind of me too. I think everyone support this campaign and we would honour it.

White
OK. Let’s move on to the topic on which we’ve had by far the most questions and that is employment. High unemployment of visually impaired people. Still estimated that only about one in three of visually impaired people available for work have jobs. And these are just two of the listeners who got in touch. 

Forbes
I am Rowena Forbes from Edinburgh. When you’re in work you can get help through access to work. But when you’re seeking employment my feeling is that there’s very little support to help you get into work. It’s all very well and good being in work and having access to technological assistance, through magnifiers and screen readers and other expensive equipment. But when you’re looking for work this is the very help you might need. And my question is how can people be supported more in this way? Can somebody make a commitment that people can be facilitated into work more easily.

Wapples
I’m Michael Wapples. I’ve been looking for employment for about the last two years since I graduated. So I’m wondering what could a future government do to really help visually impaired people find meaningful and lasting employment.

White
Lyn Featherstone, let me come to you first cos I think that the “meaningful” and “lasting” are the two key words there I think in, at the end of Michael’s point.

Featherstone
Yes.

White
What could you promise?

Featherstone
Well the promise at the moment is to give disabled jobseekers better practical help to get to work using voluntary and private sector providers as well as Job Centre Plus services. But obviously it’s more than that because it’s going to have to be about working with individuals to help them through the process into meaningful work. And of course the jobs have to be there in the first place. So one of the key Liberal Democrat manifesto pledges is about creating for example eight hundred thousand trainee allowances and people who are blind or partially sighted would be eligible for that. 

White
What Mr Wapples is saying and a lot of other people say is there are loads of training courses. There are lots of opportunities to go on a course or a short term job but not something that is lasting.

Featherstone
Well we’re also creating a hundred thousand new jobs in the sustainable economy and the manufacturing industries and support the manufacturing of things like wind turbines for office work to support that and so on and so forth. So I think we have to pay due attention to what Michael has been saying. Can I answer Rowena too or ..?

White
Let me go to Mark Harper first because you want to use the voluntary sector in this area and I’m interested why cos I think a lot of people feel what they’d really like is a strong public sector commitment to the employment of disabled people. 

Harper
Well there’s two things there. We do want to use the private and voluntary sector to provide the help and support to get people into work and we want to pay them by results. And by results I think we reflect what Rowena and Michael have said. We mean by results a long term sustainable job. And we’re going to pay them by results which means we’ll be able to use savings we get from getting people off of benefit which means we can help a lot more people than are currently able to be helped. And there’ll be enough money in the system that those big volume private sector providers will be able to use specialist sub-contractors, for example organisations like the RNIB who are very skilled at providing the help and support to get people with a visual impairment into work.

White
Jonathan Shaw what are you planning and where are these actual new jobs coming when you and the other parties both want to get so many people off of Incapacity Benefit and they’ve still got a residue of disabled people who are unemployed? It seems an almost impossible task and I’m interested to know what the strategy is.

Shaw
Well it’s not an impossible task and we have been getting people off Incapacity Benefit into work over the years. And we’ve seen a rise in the number of disabled people getting into employment by about ten percent. But of course there’s more that we need to do.

White
And visually impaired people do tend to lag behind in this area. There are studies which show that visually impaired people are the, are the, is the disability employers find it most difficult to imagine employing.

Shaw
That’s right. And so it is about tackling attitudes. That’s why we need to work with employers to demonstrate what people can do and the pool of talent that is out there amongst blind and visually impaired people. That’s one of the arguments that was put down as to why we should increase the DLA. We will also increase access to work and many blind and visually impaired people do use access to work. And we’re going to make it more flexible so it could be available for work trials. And also that it will be part of the right to control the direct payments people that so it will have far more flexibility in the way that they’ll be ably to apply it. In addition to which we’re expanding work choice which is this access to work step, more places and an expanding budget.

White
Right.

Shaw
And we will be using specialist voluntary groups to provide those, provide those contracts. And what’s really important and just picking up on the point that Mark said, it’s important that there is a level of service fee in there otherwise if it’s just payment by results small organisations won’t have a share of the market. And so the question for the Conservatives is really how can they spend this money when they’re going to make such big reductions, the biggest since World War Two as the Institute for Fiscal Studies have announced today.

White
Mark do you want to come back very quickly on that?

Harper
Yeah, it’s very simple. Because we’re going to pay providers far more on results we will only be paying them if we get people off of benefits and into work. The number of people on Incapacity Benefit is pretty much the same now as it was thirteen years ago when this government came into power. They haven’t made a lot of progress. By getting people back into work and off benefits, some of those savings we make the Shadow Chancellor has agreed that they can be used to expand these programmes to make sure that we can reach a lot more people than are being helped at the moment. And I think that will make a tremendous difference by getting people back into work who are blind or visually impaired.

White
I just want to go back very quickly to Lyn and the other two if, as long as you’re very brief on this. But Rowena’s point about support …?

Featherstone
Well I thought that was an incredibly important point because at the moment access to work, you can only get it once you’ve got a job. And we’re going to change the rules so people can apply for the grant while they’re looking for work. Then they can apply for jobs and they can also put the employer’s mind at rest about what they’re going to have to pay. Because the majority of small and medium enterprises haven’t actually even heard of access to work. So we need to do an educational programme as well, properly publicising the scheme, tackling those kind of negative assumptions that employers have about employing people who are blind or partially sighted and the costs that they might face if they did employ them. 

White
Just a quick comment from both Mark and Jonathan about the issue of actually including people looking for work in access to work? Mark first.

Harper
Well that’s why you want to get these voluntary and private sector providers to be able to do that, work with people to give them the help and support to get into work and for where necessary support them while they’re in work. 

White
OK. Jonathan?

Shaw
Well we are making the flexibilities in the way that Lyn described and we are going to have a campaign with the small and micro businesses where we will not have any requirement for them to make a contribution so we can grow the number of disabled people, the number of blind and visually impaired people in the small and medium sized enterprise sector as well as the public sector.

White
Let’s move on. We’ve talked about the upgraded mobility allowance. The fact is though that many visually impaired people do make the effort to get around on their own and it often is an effort not made easier by the thoughtlessness of others. Here’s a question on that from Gordon Forster from Newcastle. Gordon’s email is being read for us. 

Forster
Many visually impaired people along with wheelchair users and other pedestrians have long been distraught by obstructive parking on footpaths that forces them onto the roadway. When parking enforcement was recently transferred to local authorities many of us thought this would include pathway obstruction. But it didn’t. And it remains with the police. Are the parties prepared to remedy this? And also are they prepared to include an absolute ban on such parking by vans with rear doors left open, lorries with high tail boards and high bodied vehicles where long cane users cannot safely detect these hazards? 

White
Mark Harper let me come to you first. The point there really is that what Gordon I think is saying is this needs legislation rather than just leaving it in the hands of the local authorities or the police. 

Harper
Well I think I would argue that the legislation actually already exists.

White
…

Harper
Well I was just going to say it’s not, doesn’t really exist. The key thing that local authorities needs to think about is they have a disability equality duty. When they are thinking about all of their services, whether it’s parking enforcement or things like that they are supposed to think about the needs of people with disabilities. I think one of the things that government can do is not pass another law but actually make sure that the laws that already exist are better enforced and that local authorities understand what their responsibilities are to people with disabilities. 

White
Lyn?

Featherstone
The problem is you’ve got thoughtless or unaware traders who stick their signs out which, as obstacles for blind or partially sighted people to fall over – parking on pavements – all of these inconsiderations and thoughtlessness. So it’s up to individuals, it’s up to awareness and trading standards really need to be tough on these. You know issue the fine, issue the notice and actually change behaviour. Because that’s the only way you’re ever going to really change things, if you manage to change people’s behaviour.

White
I have to say I identify quite strongly with this cos I do a walk to and from the station every day and you just think you know I, it’s not worth me complaining about that car on the pavement or that overhanging hedge cos nothing will be done about it. Jonathan?

Shaw
Well I think that on an individual basis that I can understand your sort of lack of desire to complain. I think that the way that we achieve better enforcement as both Mark and Lynn have referred to is ensuring that local authorities do have meaningful forums with disabled people. So they’re discussing and finding solutions to the issues that are commonplace in their community. 

White
Can we, can we stay with this because this next issue is ..

Shaw
Sure.

White
.. related and but, and it’s where there has been a lot of consultation but I think visually impaired people think that they’ve been ignored. And that’s obstacles on pavements are bad enough but what a lot of our listeners have told us over the past couple of years they’re most worried about is that the pavements themselves might disappear. This is this issue of shared surfaces. And we’ve got a question on this.

FRYER
My name is Stephen Fryer. How will a future government ensure fair and equal access, in particular will they make all our streets fully accessible? Shared surface streets make roads dangerous and inaccessible for blind and disabled people which has led to them becoming no go areas.

White
Jonathan can I stay with you cos this, this idea of shared surfaces has been developing on your watch if you like amongst local authorities who find this idea rather attractive. I think it’s true to say blind and partially sighted people find it horrific. 

Shaw
Well many disabled people find it much easier to be able to get around. But I am aware of the concern, particularly of the guide dogs who have been campaigning on this issue. And I know that they’ve just released a survey which raises that very point where people are concerned. Now it’s about ensuring that local authorities have good guidance so we’ll take account of what guide dogs have said. And we expect to publish further guidance I think next year because we need to look at the evidence and research, what the particular parts of shared surfaces are causing a problem because they do have some wider benefits as well. 

White
Lyn?

Featherstone
Well I was out with guide dogs only a couple of weeks ago and the problem is they said when they were doing these particular pavements which, you know when they go down so the dog doesn’t know where to stop and they were saying that during the consultation they were consulted and they made these points and then they were absolutely ignored. So I think it’s about all of us making sure that these consultations don’t actually ignore but obviously there’ll be a cost implication in putting in something that blind or partially sighted people can, can know from another surface so that they know they’re on a shared pavement.

White
Mark Harper, what do you say about this? Cos this will have to do with the relationship between government whoever it is and local authorities. 

Harper
Sure. Well I think it comes back to my point about what local authorities are supposed to do under the disability equality duty but clearly don’t. They’re not just supposed to do a consultation with people after they’ve already designed a shared surface scheme. What they’re supposed to do is involve disabled people including blind and visually impaired people at the beginning of the process and properly involve them in the design of it. I went out with guide dogs in Leamington Spa and I did the exercise where they blindfold you and they take you out with a guide dog.

White
But you’ve all been out but it still seems as if …

Harper
That, well, well it seems, well it seems, well it seems to me that if we were to do that with every local authority chief executive in the country ..

Featherstone
It’s a very good idea.

Harper
.. they are – I’m not pretending it’s the same as being blind yourself. But it doesn’t have give you a really good appreciation of some of the hazards that someone who is blind or visually impaired faces. And I think if local authority chief executives did that and senior councillors I think they might come up with rather different shared surface schemes than they’re doing at the moment. 

White
Well I think we can promise you whichever of you is leading disability policy in the next, in two or three weeks time will be coming back to you on this issue, whoever is … sure. Finally something which goes to the heart of the election process – information. 

Waghorne
I’m John Waghorne. I live in Sale in Greater Manchester. And what I’d like to know is what are the parties going to do to provide election material in accessible format. We’re getting a lot of bumph through the door from all the parties and it would be very, very nice if I could just read it or have it read to me or in some way get to know what the parties are saying to me as a voter and not have it filtered through the radio and the TV.

White
Let me, let me put that to Jonathan first. If I can maybe even be helpful here. It seems to me that the parties have been quite good in producing the manifestos but actually you often have to drill down to get the disability policy into your policy documents. And they are nowhere near as available or as accessible. It’s OK if you’re very computer literate and can get yourself onto the web and drill down but more difficult if not. Jonathan?

Shaw
Well we’ve made a concerted attempt and invested a lot of money to ensure that we have much more accessibility in terms of what we’re talking about and what our ambitions are than before. And I think that other parties will be wanting to do that as well. 

White
Mark?

Shaw
And of course we can always do more.

Harper
We’ve made our manifesto available from the beginning in the four different formats. We’ve also made sure that we distributed to our candidates some of the guides that were produced for example by organisations like Scope. So candidates were encouraged to think about their own local literature. It is more difficult because of the limits on election budgets.

White
Lyn?

Featherstone
As Mark said at the local level in terms of literature there isn’t the money. But I think that good old fashioned thing of knocking on the door is quite a good communication and you can go and have a good old talk about your policies. 

White
OK. Well we are going to have to leave it there. Perhaps I should just remind people about their rights. Polling stations must display a large print ballot paper on the day and a reference copy for you to take into the booth. They must also provide a tactile voting device and you could also request assistance from the staff. That has to be it for today. My thanks to Jonathan Shaw, Mark Harper and Lyn Featherstone and most importantly our thanks to you for all your questions. Sorry we couldn’t do them all. We welcome your comments. You can email us via our website or call to our action line on 0800 044044. And there’ll be a podcast of this from tomorrow. From me Peter White, my producer today, Kathleen Griffin and the team Goodbye.

END OF TRANSCRIPT

